
REL IABLE  CANNABIS

TEST ING
48 -  Hour  Turn  Around

 

Winter 2019-2020 Prices

CB  LABS

SPEC IAL  PRIC ING  AND  SERV ICE  OPT IONS  FOR  HIGH

VOLUME  CUSTOMERS

Pay for 4 tests

 Get 5th free

WWW.CBLABSTESTING.COM

1615 HILL RD #9, NOVATO, CA 94947
(415) 493-6605

"CB Labs is value!  Great prices, fast turnaround, reliable results.  We wouldn't go
anywhere else."
Rick Sereghy, Healing Through Plants Distribution

"We've tried 5 different labs and finally found a home with CB Labs.  Nobody can
compete with their 48 hour results and low prices." 
Jorge Espinoza, Honeydew Solutions Distribution

"It's all about business, and CB Labs makes our business run efficiently.  
Thank you CB Labs."
 Jason Chin, Relentless Distribution
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CB  LABS

REL IABLE  CANNABIS

TEST ING
48 -  Hour  Turn  Around *  

 

The CB Labs Testing Process

COA Tests: CB Labs is licensed by the Bureau of Cannabis Control to

conduct the full set of tests needed to issue a Certificate of Analysis

and to legally sell products in California.  

 

State Compliance Simulation: Before conducting a COA testing, CB

Labs can conduct a simulation so  you know in advance if your

product will pass or fail its COA test.  If it fails, you have an

opportunity to fix the product before the State gets involved.

 

Individual R&D Tests: Would you like to know your potency?  Does

your product have residual solvents, pesticides, or heavy metals?

What terpenes does your product contain, and how much of each?

CB Labs will conduct whatever individual tests you need. 

 

 

 

CHOOSE  YOUR  TEST

For COA Tests, we will pick up your sample within 24 hours.
We'll follow the state protocol to sample your batch and bring it

back to our laboratory. 

 

For R&D test, you can drop off samples  at our lab.  We'll need 1.5

grams for each R&D test, and 12 grams for compliance simulations.   

 

Whether its flower, concentrate, or an infused product, we’ll
prepare your sample using the most advanced methods to insure

reliable results and maximum potency.  

 

 

TEST  YOUR  PRODUCT

We’ll share the results with you and the Bureau of Cannabis
Control electronically, typically within 48 hours.  
 

We offer a free phone consultation with our science or legal
team should you need it.
 

 

 RECE IVE   RESULTS

WWW.CBLABSTESTING.COM

1615 HILL RD #9, NOVATO, CA 94947
(415) 493-6605

* Some restrictions apply


